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New USA
Reflexology Definition
Reflexology is a protocol of
manual techniques, such as thumb and
finger-walking, hook and backup and
rotating-on-a-point, applied to specific
reflex areas predominantly on the feet
and hands. These techniques
stimulate the complex neural pathways
linking body systems, supporting the
body’s efforts to function optimally.
The effectiveness of reflexology is
recognized worldwide by various
national health institutions and the
public at large as a distinct
complementary practice within the
holistic health field.

From the Editor—
Karen Kirts

Dear Readers,
Best wishes for a wonderful, fruitful,
joyful, and prosperous New Year! I am
amazed at how fast 2016 passed. I hope that
2017 slows down a bit…or I speed up.

We have a very international issue this
time, in which you will enjoy many helpful,
interesting, and varied articles from our wonderful authors. Thanks to everyone who contributed to making this issue great!
First, is Karen Ball’s great article that
was recently in Massage Magazine entitled,
“Foot Massage is NOT Reflexology.” Next, Dr.
Manzanares treats us to his research on helping ADHD folks. Linda Frank wrote several,
very interesting articles—look for them. Dr.
Andrew Weil’s recent email blast suggested
trying reflexology to help relieve stress. Sue
Ricks emphasizes giving children reflexology.
We have a review on a new Sally Kay Lymph
Drainage DVD. And, Dorthe Krogsgaard and
Peter Lund Frandsen teach us about their
linking techniques to help relieve back issues.
WOW! What a treasure this issue is.
I do want to share some reflexology
news that I had not heard before. One of my
clients is a nurse at a local hospital. She said
that her flexible spending account in 2017 will
reimburse her for reflexology sessions if she
has a prescription or a doctor signed form of
medical necessity. I then checked with my
FSAFEDS reimbursement folks, and they will
also. So, this seems to me to be one more step
into mainstreaming reflexology. YEA!!
Enjoy this issue and the wonderfully
beautiful winter season.
Karen

RAA Magazine is published by:
Reflexology Association of America
PO 44324, Madison, WI 53744
Contact: InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org
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Be there! Spring 2018!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Karen Ball

Happy New Year all! The beginning of a new year always feels like a
blank canvas to me - one on which I have the freedom, opportunity and
obligation to create carefully the next 12 months. I have to say that it feels
that way also for the RAA Board. After months of visioning and practical
assessments, we are ready to launch some new ideas in the coming
months.
We are already busy formulating early plans for the 2018 Conference in Chicago. By the
time this reaches you, we will have chosen the lucky hotel that gets to host our always exciting
event. You can stay up-to-date with developments through our e-blasts and Facebook posts.
2017 will also mark a big step for RAA with the introduction of online voting. Please see
VP Debbie Hitt's Election article for more details.
Lastly, you can look forward to new membership benefit packages this year for new and
returning members at all levels of membership. Since the last change in membership fees over 10
years ago, RAA has created and maintained a website that includes a practitioner referral service, established a social media presence through Facebook, grown into a fiscally strong business
operation with three paid contractors (magazine editor, bookkeeper and office administrator),
initiated regular e-blast communication to members, published four print magazines per year,
biennially hosted the country's only national reflexology conference, provided free and reasonably-priced advertising opportunities to its members, published numerous brochures for member
use and secured recognition of reflexology by the National Institutes of Health. All that, and no
membership fee increase.
As a preview of what is to come, I'm pleased to announce two new benefits available to
you now: Listings in our online Directories now include your website address in all base membership fees (other than Student membership). You can login and add your business website
URL now. While you're at it, you can also add in your Facebook and Twitter addresses, and easily add a photo headshot.
Secondly, Affiliated States can now publicize their events on the RAA Facebook page without cost. Delegates will communicate directions to their State Presidents on how to deliver information of state-sponsored events for posting and we'll take care of it from there.
I'll end with inviting any of you who are interested in being involved in this exciting, creative time in RAA's history to consider joining the state or national leadership in formulating
RAA's future. Now is the time!

The Reflexology Association of America has been serving the needs of its
members since 1995 when forward thinking leaders came together to form a
non-profit member association dedicated to unifying all reflexologists for the
recognition, excellence and professional strength of Reflexology.
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RAA COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Affiliation—Debbie Hitt
Delegate Assembly Liaison—Jan Benson
Education—Iris Aharonovich
Elections & Nominations—Debbie Hitt
Ethics & Grievance—Jan Benson
Events
Conference—Connie Hubley
LE&OD—Mia Earl
Legislative—Iris Aharonovich
Membership & Benefits—Kim Jenner
Public Relations—Connie Hubley
Technology—Karen Ball

RAA COMMITTEE REPORTS
ELECTIONS
Debbie Hitt, Chair

RAA Board Nominations and
Election Voting is Going Digital
RAA is embracing technology! RAA is
continually evaluating opportunities and as a
result, we are very pleased to share with you
that the 2017 RAA Board nomination and
election voting process is going digital! In early
2017, we will begin sending communications
with specific details regarding the nomination
and election process. Voting will be completed
online through the RAA website. We will strive
to make the process user friendly, easy to
follow, and all votes will be anonymous to the
Election Committee and RAA Board.

TECHNOLOGY REPORT
Karen Ball

If you haven’t visited the RAA website in a
while, you will be surprised to see that our Directory has a different look to it. In November, the
Board engaged our web designer to install a different database program that would better serve
our Association’s growing needs.
Some changes to note:
** Website URLs are now included for all members, other than students. This is part of the new
membership package the Board will introduce in
the spring.
** You may include a URL for your Facebook or
Twitter page if you wish. Just login and choose
to Edit your profile.
** Professionals can easily upload a photo of
themselves without going through Gravatar;
simply upload directly to the RAA website after
logging in. Please remember that only headshots
will be accepted; not casual photos of you and
your pets or loved ones, or your business logo.
** Affiliated States are now listed separately
from the unaffiliated ones; another way that
RAA can acknowledge the commitment from
those states who have completed the affiliation
process.

WOW!!
Our hard working Board
continues to find us
additional benefits as
Professional members.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Chair, Connie Hubley's initial invite to
RAA members: The Public Relations
committee invites you to submit short
statements from clients who have benefited
from your reflexology sessions. Those
testimonials are useful to all of us when
presented with the question, “Can reflexology
help with...?” See pages 11, 31 and 34 for
the first three articles.
Submit your success stories to PR
Committee chair, ConnieHubley@reflexologyusa.org. We’d like to share more stories of how
reflexology benefits people.
6
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TRAINING!!
New LE&OD Brochure
Want better organizational
and leadership skills?
Contact the RAA office for an
updated brochure.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Kim Jenner, Chair
At the Board’s most recent face-to-face meeting in Chicago, we did a really fun creative exercise
around membership benefits. (See photo below.) It was amazing how many useful, interesting benefits
came out of that activity that in our “right minds” we had never even thought of!
From that activity I am spurred to involve more people in brainstorming a new benefits package
for next year’s membership campaign. One thing the Board acknowledged was that longtime members of
our Association might be looking for different perks than new members.
So, if you are the type of person who enjoys spontaneous discussions as a way to produce out-ofthe-box ideas and solutions, please contact me at KimJenner@reflexology-usa.org.
I’d love to have you join our brainstorm!

Face2Face: L-R: Karen Ball, Iris Aharonovich, Kim Jenner, Karen Kirts, Toril Oien Eller, diane Wedge,
Brenda Makowsky, Rosalie Samaniego, Mia Earl, Christine Issel, Debbie Hitt and Jan Benson. Connie
Hubley took the photo.

RAA’s
Mission Statement
The Reflexology Association of America (RAA) is a non-profit organization that
promotes the scientific and professional advancement of reflexology. Our mission is to
elevate and standardize the quality of reflexology services available to the public. The
Reflexology Association of America works to unify and support state reflexology
associations in order to create one national movement toward greater excellence,
integrity, research and public safety.

www.reflexology-usa.org 7

Reflexions from the DAC’s Desk—

diane Wedge, RAA Delegate Assembly Coordinator (DAC)
On behalf of the Delegate
Assembly (DA) and state association boards nationwide, I wish to
extend a very special thank you to
DA Secretary Cheryl Burke (NC)
for her detailed reporting of the
DA meeting presentation, RAA
DA Vision/Strategies/Tactics by
RAA VP Debbie Hitt (OH) and
Treasurer/Membership Chair Kim
Jenner (MD). The Delegate Assembly Minutes read like a script.
If you couldn't make the meeting,
reading the DA Minutes will make
you feel like you were there!
Thanks again and again, Cheryl.

INCREASING MEMBERSHIP at
the national level. Most state associations struggle with this same
issue and may choose to follow the
RAA's lead by taking a moment to
focus on their Vision rather than
their tasks. Debbie informs us that
the tasks will present themselves
if we keep our eyes on the Vision.

As delegates, we may wish
to assist our state's board of directors and our Membership Committees in reviewing our
own Mission Statement and then,
by asking ourselves and our memberships, "Where do we want to be
The majority of delegates with respect to this Mission Statement in 5 and/or 10 years?" Debwere in attendance at our Monday, November 21 monthly meet- bie reminds us that reviewing our
ing. After taking care of some reg- Mission enables us to establish
Vision and then our strategies
ular DA business, we listened to
Debbie and Kim and learned how and tactics will align and our work
to utilize reviewing our Vision as will move the Membership Committee forward.
the driver for us to create the
strategies and tactics necessary
 Vision: We would like to into achieve that Vision.
crease our membership by twoThe conversation was live- fold!
ly, enlightening and informative.
The bottom line? We don't have to  Strategies ("what" it is we
reinvent the wheel. Our RAA lead- are trying to accomplish): We
ership team is willing to teach us would like to have as many Prowhatever they learn along the way fessional members as the ARCB
that may increase our chances for does which would double the RAA
greater success within the field of membership. Obviously, states
reflexology at both the national
could use this strategy too.
and state levels.
 Tactics ("how" we will go
Take for instance the
about achieving this accomplishMembership Committee: Debbie ment - our actual tasks): We may
and Kim shared with delegates
want to send a special invitation
how the RAA BoD is approaching to ARCB certificants living in each

of our states
to join us at
our next
state association membership
meeting; we may choose to have
copies of our treasured RAA News
Magazine, Reflexology Across
America for invited guests to peruse (along with the ARCB newsletter and brochure, The Five Elements of Reflexology and
YOU along with the RAA brochures, Identifying the Legitimate
Reflexology Practice and Discover
Reflexology, the National Council
for Reflexology Educators brochure, etc.), thereby displaying
our professional support system
for all to see and read about. Kim
has also asked us to email her with
any ideas for offering any enticing
member benefits.
Can you imagine many
delegates and state association
boards of directors working together on their Membership Committees between now and early
springtime to achieve the common Vision to increase our memberships twofold? I can and I like
it!
The Delegate Assembly is
seeking candidates from the great
states of AZ, CA, CT, GA, ME, NM,
NC, OR, RI and VA. If you are interested or have any questions,
please contact us at RAADelegateCoordinator@ReflexologyUSA.org.

URGENT!!!
CALL FOR INFORMATION!!!
The RAA Board is in discussion with the Veterans’ Administration in the United States regarding
their integrated medicine program, and how reflexology might participate.
The VA has asked for a list of reflexologists who have either:
a) been paid to give reflexology to veterans through the VA or
b) have given reflexology to veterans on a volunteer basis.

If this is you, please inform Iris at your earliest convenience.
Thank you! Iris Aharonovich — irisaharonovich@reflexology-usa.org
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From The Desk of RAA’s Administrative Secretary
Toril Oien Eller

As I’m writing this, the first snow has fallen outside the window of our office
in Madison, Wisconsin. The holiday season is here and as usual, time goes faster
than what seems possible.
This year, the office closed from December 24 to January 2. The Board members also got a well-deserved Christmas break during that time.
You may have noticed that the website has a new look! The directory has been updated and there
have also been changes behind the scenes. This change unified the many features that had been added to
the site over time. Because of the many components of the website, we are still working on ‘cleaning up’
after the move. If you notice anything that seems wrong in your profile or when you use the website, please
send an e-mail to inforaa@reflexology-usa.org.
And my usual reminder – please check your mailing address in our directory. Several magazines
and other mail are coming back as undeliverable and it takes time to investigate and send them back out.
I wish all our members and readers a wonderful new year!

Toril

RAA Affiliates & Delegates
Affiliated states may have two delegates representing each of them. Unaffiliated states may have two
delegates representing all of them. If you would like to learn more about the Delegate Assembly and/or becoming a delegate, please contact: RAADelegateCoordinator@Reflexology-USA.org.

State

Delegates

State

Delegates

Alaska - AKRA

Marta Tuck
Chloe Clark-Berry

New York - NYSRA

Carol Schwartz
Florica Radu

Arizona - AZRA

Looking for 2 Delegates

North Carolina - NCRA

Cheryl Burke

California - RAC

Cheryl Boerger

Ohio - RAO

Mary Ellen Shupert
Jan Weal-Grubb

Colorado - ARC

Jacqueline Whitehead
Cindy Cain

Oregon - ORN

Cindy Rice

Connecticut - RACT

Looking for 2 Delegates

Rhode Island - RARI

Cheryl Pelletier

Georgia - GRO

Lydia Bassetti

Virginia - RAVA

Looking for 2 Delegates

Iowa - RAIA

Janet Latchaw
Patricia Barrance

Wisconsin - IRW

Jeanne B. Hughes
Donna Mumm

Maine - MCR

Kate Winant

Unaffiliated States

Linda Frank (WA)

Maryland - MDRA

Caroline Klem
Karen Kirts

Unaffiliated States

Maureen Maxwell (PA)

Massachusetts MAR

DAC diane Wedge
Shannon Brisson

RAA BoD Delegate
Assembly Liaison

DAL Jan Benson (ND)

New Mexico - NMAR

Fred Coen

RAA Advisor

Alison Gingras (ME)

HI, MN, NH, ND, TN, WA
IL, NJ, PA, TX
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Feeling Anxious? Consider Trying Reflexology
Andrew Weil, M.D.’s email blast was published on 10/23/2016.
Thoughts about his email submitted by Linda Frank (WA)

Reflexology was recently recommended for stress relief by Dr. Andrew
Weil in his daily email blast. Dr . W eil, a
Harvard-trained MD and a pioneering proponent
of integrative medicine has 2.1 million monthly
website users. His eNewsletter has 650,000 subscribers.

(My guess is it likely was not a factor, and perhaps the Director never even read my article!) I
nonetheless wanted to share this story in hopes of
encouraging others to keep reaching out to share
the wonders of reflexology. Who knows, maybe
even my first attempts a couple years ago to get
info about reflexology to Dr. Weil ultimately landed on someone's desk -- maybe even the desk of
someone who creates the eNewsletter agenda!

This is great news for all of us, and especially for those of us who'd been disappointed
I take such heart in Mahatma Gandhi's adthat Dr. Weil did not include reflexology in a revisement
not to expect the changes one seeks to
source published a couple years ago by his organihappen in one's lifetime, but to "work as though it
zation about Integrative Medicine.
will." Just keep putting the word about reflexoloTwo years ago, Lisa Hensell, owner of Se- gy out there...because you never know where it
attle Reflexology, reported that she'd picked up a might land or what it might lead to. If nothing
else, it's an intention for the changes we seek to
Dr. Weil "compendium" about CAM
(Complementary & Alternative Medicine) modali- happen...maybe even in our lifetime!
ties and was dismayed to see reflexology absent
Here's the url to Dr. Weil's suggestion to
from the guidebook. I offered to make an attempt
consider Reflexology for anxiety that landed in
to send Dr. Weil info about reflexology. I don't
recall how I reached out to him, but I was seem- my Inbox: http://www.drweil.com/
uncategorized/feeling-anxious-consideringly unsuccessful, as I never received a response.
trying-reflexology/. Let's shar e it ar o u nd
Last winter, in hopes of asking Dr. Weil a so the webmaster will see many clicks, and perhaps convey to Dr. Weil that the topic of reflexolcouple of questions for an article about Integraogy has great interest -- which of course, it does!
tive Medicine that I'd pitched to a local newspaper for their Health & Wellness section, I someBelow are three prime examples:
how managed to get through to Dr. Weil's assistant. She referred me to the current Director of
According to the Cancer conference volunthe Dr. Weil-founded Arizona Center for Integra- teers who enrolled attendees, my presentation
tive Medicine (AzCIM).
last year about reflexology was one of the best attended.
Though I was not able to speak with the
At our WA/OR/CA reflexologists' retreat
Director prior to my deadline, I did send my artithis year in Hood River, WRA member Mary
cle and its sources after it was published. I included a note telling the assistant that I thought it Pruitt was telling me that she was told that a
presentation she and Jacqueline Lyczewski gave
was rather wonderful that in spite of my not
at a medical-related conference was also one of (if
knowing the Director's name at the time I wrote
my article, I'd cited an opinion she'd co-written
not "the") best attended.
for the AMA (American Medical Association)
And, recently an ARNP told me that reflexJournal of Ethics (that opinion considered docology
was
mentioned numerous times at the most
tors' patent dismissal of CAM modalities their parecent Integrative Medicine for Women's Health
tients might be considering to be a form of malconference she'd attended. Then she added that
practice!).
she thought 60% of attendees to that conference
Although my article was overtly about In- were MD's.
tegrative Medicine, it delved into reflexology in
great detail. While I will never know whether getLinda Frank’s blog can be found at (http://
ting my article into the hands of Dr. Weil's colwww.natural
choice.net/blogs/integrative_ medileague at the AzCIM ultimately got some of the
cine.html #.WDIOMPkrLIU).
positives of reflexology to Dr. Weil's attention.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS FORUM:
Reflexology Benefits Clients by ….

after a session with her, and that she herself
went into labor within hours of a session with
Seattle Reflexology owner Lisa Hensell. All this
input gave me the confidence to work on this client.
One of the most exciting things about
working with Sari and yet-to-be-named baby
was seeing the "baby bump" along her medial
arch that Georgie and Lisa said might be noticeable. Sari mentioned a birthing tub was on hand
(see Sari’s family below) and that her doula
was at a workshop until three. She hoped her
doula could be there for the birth alongside the
midwife. With the mention of the birthing tub, I
thought of water slides, and then, while holding
the baby bump, I had distinct images of how
much fun it was for me as a child to go down
slides head-first. I found myself vividly remembering these times, and still cupping the baby
bump, silently suggested to the baby that he
might not want to miss his first head-first waterslide ride, which might be a lot of fun!
At about two that afternoon, Sari texted
me to say her water broke (remember, the doula
would be getting out of her workshop at
three!). The next morning, after two hours of
labor and ten minutes of pushing, baby Ari was
born in the water tub.
I do think that the acupuncture, chiropractic, and massage all laid the foundation for
Sari's smooth labor, with reflexology building on
those other CAM's and perhaps coinciding with
the doula's availability?! One thing Georgie and
Lisa both told me is that reflexology can be the
coaxing, if baby (and Mom) are ready. I am so
honored that I was able to assist Sari and Ari
and I hope baby Ari had fun on his first waterslide ride!

Background- The Public Relations Committee began a new tradition in mid-September
by inviting RAA members to submit short statements from clients who have benefited from reflexology sessions. The Committee will be sharing these stories with RAA members via eblasts, as well as collecting them for the RAA’s
advancement of reflexology.
Here is one of PR committee member
Linda Frank’s (WA) more profound reflexology
success stories. She added the background to
her client’s statement to honor and acknowledge
the skills of others who made the joyous outcome of this session possible.
Client's statement:
"At 41 weeks and 5 days pregnant and after trying multiple things to naturally start labor
I called Linda. She promptly cleared her personal schedule and came to my home the following
(a Sunday) morning. After a nice relaxing treatment Linda gave me some tips on other things,
interacted delightfully with my 2 year old daughter and went on her way. A few hours later my
water broke in a grocery store parking lot and
the following day my son was born at home at
42 weeks gestation after a very quick and relatively easy labor. I highly recommend Linda and
would absolutely use her services again.
P.S. Thank you again so much for being
able to come and help us out! “ - Sari B.
Linda’s background story:
On a Saturday morning in July 2015, I
received a call from a young woman nearing her
42nd week of pregnancy asking if reflexology
might help stimulate labor. She said in one week
the doctor would mandate a hospital delivThe RAA Public Relations Committee.
ery. Wanting to have the baby at home, she'd
Other
success
stories are on pages 31 & 34.
tried acupuncture, massage and chiropractic.
She hoped reflexology might help the baby
come... soon!
Before dashing out the door to meet my
Saturday clients, I emailed WA maternityreflexology specialist Georgie Coote. Georgie
kindly sent me a diagram of reflexes to work. I
also emailed Lisa Dowling, who formerly taught
the Fertility and Pregnancy class at Seattle Reflexology, since some of her case stories were in
my class manual when I took the class with reflexologist, LMP and Doula Jessica Crowfoot,
whom I'd also contacted for input. Lisa told
me that one of her clients went into labor shortly
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Making the Most of Reflexology for our Children
Sue Ricks
are lucky is stopping by about 4
to 5 months. The condition is
defined by frequent bouts of
crying with no known cause or
medical issue and is on a regular basis in the evening for 3 or
more hours.
Dr. Sana Sehgal, MD
(paediatric gastroenterologist)
states the cause of colic is still
not well understood. Some
think it is because of neurological immaturity or acclimation
of the world outside the womb
which make some babies irritable for a short space of time.
What would your life
have been like if someone you
love (or who loved you) could
have provided excellent reflexology for you as you were growing up? Reflexology is quite
amazing for children of any age
and the more we can encourage
parents and teenagers themselves to have it; the better! In
this article I will go through
three examples of how reflexology can help the younger generation, baby, toddler and teenager.

Even if 3 to 4 months is
a ‘short space’ of time, it might
seem endless to a harassed and
sleep deprived parent. Using a
few simple reflexology techniques can frequently be a
wonderful balancer for an infant, with what one parent told
me this summer with “almost
miraculous results.”

She has five children
and all five of her children have
suffered with colic. Fortunately
she chose to come into one of
our Gentle Touch Reflexology
Baby
for Babies and Children courses
and learned many techniques.
One of the most comShe immediately went home to
mon reasons parents are desperate after their precious baby practice on her children age
is born is because they are get- three months 3, 5, 9 and 14
years. The very next day she
ting too little sleep and their
baby is crying through restless- reported that she had tried out
one of the techniques (The
ness, colic or their natural
bowel sweep) on her little girl
rhythms of life.
(3 months) and within 45
Offering baby reflexolo- minutes she had an almost volgy within the first few months canic eruption. I had warned
her that the results could be
of being born can save a great
explosive and she reported that
deal of heartache and bring
she didn't think it was possible
buckets of smiles from happy
parents and contented babies. for a 3 month old baby to have
Colic typically starts at around that much retained faeces in
3 weeks old and if the parents such a tiny baby! She's not
12
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alone. We always tell our instructors to make parents
aware that the results of working so gently as in the gentle
touch of reflexology for babies
and children can be highly effective and to prepare parents
for such events.
Before working with any
child, my suggestion is to pay
particular attention to how you
(the person doing the treatment) are feeling. Babies are
quite incredible aura readers
and know energetically whether you are ok or not! You cannot fool a baby - they know!
Many parents in baby
reflexology classes want to
know how to help their babies
and it's a lovely thing to share.
If you feel settled and
grounded, then very gently cradle the child's foot in your
hands and begin on the right
foot at the ileocecal valve. Very,
very gently use your fingertip
or top of your thumb to move
slowly and delicately up the ascending colon continue across
the baby's foot across the transverse colon and then pick it up
on their left foot before gently
working down the descending
colon, around a sigmoid colon
and carry on around ending at
the anus.
This can be incredibly
helpful to all teeny tots as they
grow up and develop. It helps
babies to naturally purge their
systems, re-regulate their peristaltic motions and movements
and bring balance and calm to
an irritated and overly sensitive
system. You can do this for toddlers too if they are becoming
stressed and either constipated
(Continued on page 13)

(Continued from page 12)

or have diarrhoea. The bowel
sweep above is a natural balancer.
Toddlers also hugely
benefit from reflexology too.
They are naturally inquisitive
and often want to know exactly
what you are doing and why.
Involve them in anything that
you are doing regarding reflexology, tell them all about it,
and get them actively involved.
One of the most common behaviors reported by parents is
the terrible temper tantrum or
the terrible twos or threes.
Fetch and Jacobson of Colorado State University state that
“tantrums are natural, especially in children who are not
yet able to use words to express
their frustrations.”
Tantrums typically occur around the age of 2 and decline by the age of 4, but every
household with a tantruming
child know their own story and
life challenges. Using reflexology is one way to help both parents and children. Life is easier
for both parent and child if
there is an open dialogue, attention, patience, energy and
time. All too often life is too
fast paced and signs and the
signals given off by the child
are missed or misinterpreted.
Parents may be very stressed
and feel the need to be over
controlling or the whole family
dynamic (or stresses) may be
at odds with a peaceful family
life.
Toddlers
Using the solar plexus
reflex area can help a child access their own essence and personal power. This can be a
blessing and a challenge as it

can confront the other member
of the family. If one person
stands their ground and looks
after their needs then this may
cause problems with others
who don’t want that to happen.

I introduced her to reflexology (she knows me as a
Neuro Linguistic Programming
(NLP) and life coach and so I
told her about what it is and
how it might help her and her
daughter. I asked if she would
Luckily all members of like me to show her a few techthe family may choose to learn niques on how to calm herself
these self-balancing techand stay grounded. One of my
niques. Some people want to
favourite sayings is one I recknow and some others do not! ommend regularly (and it often
I once heard that if a child has brings a giggle, too), “Squeeze
reflexology then it’s advisable your bum” as that helps you to
for the parents to have some
ground quickly. I showed her
reflexology too! Although any- how to do the solar plexus on
one who treats children knows her own hands and then we
how often that the issues are
used a nearby doll to practice
often not with the child but
on how to do the techniques
with the stressed parents! In
for her daughter. It was lovely
an ideal world all involved
to see how the mommy felt she
would have reflexology but we had some real tools to use to
don't have an entirely ideal
try to reconnect with her
world and not everything and daughter. I gave her my book
everyone have the time or op- (the Gentle Touch of Reflexoloportunities to benefit from re- gy for Babies and Children) so
flexology.
she could refresh her memory
at home, and told her that I
Recently I was visiting a would check in again in a few
friend and her daughter and
days.
granddaughter were visiting.
As I was arriving I was aware
I phoned her two days
of a commotion with the little later and my suspicions were
girl who was having a fullconfirmed when she said that
blown tantrum and it escalated she would use the techniques
into a full blown rage and tem- on herself using her own hands
per tantrum of her throwing
and found that it really helped
things and finally biting her
her to calm herself. She said
mother. At this point my friend that she also did it before she
(Granny) stepped in and took had touched her daughter to do
the little girl away to see if she any of the reflexology techcould calm her down. I got a
niques. She reported that she
few minutes to sooth a tearful realised that she had been doand ‘lost’ mummy who said “I ing something wrong and that
just can't cope with her anymaybe she was contributing to
more. I just don't know what to her daughter’s tantrums; but
do with her all she does is cry
she hasn't known what to do
and rage. If I say the slightest about it. Using the techniques
thing and she doesn't like it
had made her feel better about
then everything falls apart and herself and her daughter.
that's why I come to my mom's
In reflexology the solar
so often.”
plexus (K1, bubbling spring)
(Continued on page 14)
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point is such a popular area to
work on and in these instances
it's great to work on the child's
hands or feet. For parents it is
essential to calm and ground
themselves and get into a positive place state of mind (and
energy) before starting. Then
gently (and slowly) bring the
flat of the thumbs down to the
centre of the palm over the solar plexus reflexology area.
Rest there for a while as gives
the person time to sense and
really feel. Continue with ever
so gently offering the thumbs
to gently soak into the area.
Rest, wait and let the magic
begin.
Teenagers
Using reflexology to
help teenagers is incredibly important. Many people are becoming more aware of using
reflexology to help their babies
and children and yet there is a
whole host of older children
who have a massive need for it
too.
Becoming a teenager
can be a testing time for all.
They can have a sea of hormones and emotional upsets.
Their endocrine system is going through a monumental
amount of shift and change as
they develop into adults. Luckily reflexology is incredibly
good at helping them to balance everything out.

anxiety disorders cost the US
more than 42 billion dollars a
year anxiety! Anxiety is a normal reaction to stress as it can
actually be beneficial in some
situations. For some people
however, anxiety can become
excessive and while the person
suffering realises it is excessive, they also have difficulty
controlling it. According to the
National Institute for Mental
Health 25.1% of 13 to 18 year
olds will have some mental disorder including anxiety or depression.
Using reflexology to
help teenagers who are experiencing troubled emotions can
be very beneficial and rewarding. One of the reasons why life
can be so painful for a teenager
is this is a transitional time between their childhood and independent adulthood. It’s a
tough transition. Fortunately
because reflexology works
physically, emotionally and energetically, there could be
some quite superb potential
results. One of the techniques
that can be highly effective is
holding (very, very lightly) a
finger or thumb over an endocrine area (such as the pituitary) and link it to another endocrine area such as the adrenals. Balancing the endocrine
system in general can be highly
effective.

and specifically on the neural
pathways. I'm excited and delighted to be doing some more
work to actually look at the
specific results of reflexology
on the brain. The calming effect is evident and we will soon
be able to say what effect it is
having on the brain waves in
general.
Two simple (and frequently missed techniques)
that I found to be highly effective, is simply to touch the top
of the big toes on both feet
simultaneously (whilst being
very calm and grounded) and
the other is the simple heel
hold. Gently cradle the heels in
your hands and simply ‘hold’
them. Being very ‘present’ and
calm increases the effectiveness of the techniques that
help to balance their systems
energetically (between the
Crown and Base chakras).
These are so important in helping teenagers to access their
true self and find their own
ways in life.
Using reflexology for all
ages is of great benefit and
maybe when more people use
reflexology throughout their
whole childhood the world will
be a better place. Every child of
every age could benefit from
having more reflexology!

Contact Sue Ricks, international
author and speaker, at
Over recent years I have
www.suericks.com.
Author of The
been doing some work with a
The anxiety and depres- clinical psychologist from Har- Gentle Touch of Reflexology for
Babies and Children, Fantastic
sion according to the Anxiety
ley Street London. We've been Feet, and Emotions, Message of
and Depression Association of testing to see the effects of usthe Body.
America (ADAA) states that
ing reflexology on the brain

"Life is short, but there is always time enough for
courtesy and kindness,"
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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RAA Delegate Assembly Reelects diane Wedge as DAC!
The RAA Board is happy to announce that diane Wedge (MA) has been
reelected to serve another term as the Delegate Assembly Coordinator (DAC)
for RAA.
Under her strong leadership the last two years, diane has played an instrumental role in:
 cultivating improved communication between the Delegate Assembly
(DA) and the RAA Board, Affiliated states, and unaffiliated states.
 establishing regular monthly meetings of the Delegates, the Delegate Assembly Liaison, and
DA Advisor.
 initiating a process to insure membership compliance for applying and sitting Delegates.
 successfully filling vacant seats on the Delegate Assembly as the need arose.
 advising Delegates on how to set up a Google Alert to learn of any pending legislative activities
that might affect their state reflexologists’ ability to practice.
 submitting a quarterly article to Reflexology Across America.
The Delegate Assembly is comprised of Professional members whose responsibility is
to share ideas, knowledge, skills, experiences and insights with the RAA Board, while representing the concerns of their State Association; and report the work, comments and decisions of the
RAA Board of Directors back to their State Association. For information on how to become a RAA
Delegate, please contact diane directly.
The RAA is pleased to have diane continue in her role as the DAC, and looks forward to
another prosperous two years of cooperation and collaboration.
the RAA Board

ARCB LOGO AND ACRONYM USE
Submitted by diane Wedge, DAC

All ARCB logos are trademarked and
may only be used with permission. ARCB
grants the use of the “ARCB Certified” logo to
our certificants in good standing for use on
business cards, stationery, brochures, and

other advertising for certificants’ businesses
under the following guidelines:
 The ARCB logo may only be used by Reflexologists certified by ARCB in the particular discipline for which they are intended. 


ARCB logos that lack the word “certified”
are reserved for ARCB’s use and may not
be used at any time, by anyone other than
the ARCB.



The ARCB Certified logo may not be altered in any way.



ARCB practitioners may use the ARCB
Certified logo in conju nction w ith
the words “ARCB Board Certified Reflexologist” or "National Board Certified Reflex- 
ologist" (NBCR).



The ARCB acronym, unless previously

identified to mean the American Reflexology Certification Board in an article, brochure, or press release cannot be used by
itself.
The ARCB Certified logos are for individual practitioner business use only and may
be used in the certificant’s biographical information.
The ARCB or ARCB Certified logos may
not be used in any way that implies you are
endorsed, recommended or licensed by
ARCB or to infer you are an instructor for
ARCB or that your educational program is
approved by ARCB. However, schools or
instructors that have submitted and received ARCB approval for a continuing education activity may state that the activity
is ARCB approved but may not use the
logo to advertise such activity.
The ARCB logos cannot be used in conjunction with products or in the promotion
of products.
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Foot Reflexology for Children with
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
Jesus Manzanares Corominas, M.D. Clinical Case

EVIDENCE:
Foot reflexology has been used with good
results in the treatment of different emotional
and mood problems including postpartum depression1, anxiety2 and mood alterations in cases of dementia(3).
CLINICAL CASE STUDY:
The patient, a nine year old male, was examined for the first time in January 2012. He
was eventually diagnosed with depression and
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 1 year
ago, (4,5,6,7,8) with a score of 23 in the ADHD
RATING SCALE IV for parents.
The paternal family has a history of depression including an 11 year old cousin diagnosed with ADHD. The parents have university
degrees. The patient is the second of two children, and has a sister who is 12 years old. He has
difficulties learning in school. The parents explain that he has been a very restless child since
early childhood and it was hard for him to concentrate when performing a task. During preschool and kindergarten the traits of impulsivity
and hyperactivity increased and treatment with
melatonin was initiated at age 5 due to difficulties when trying to fall asleep. In elementary
school, at age 7, changes in character appeared
which were manifested with sadness and introspection. (7, 10)

During the initial interviews (January 2012)
and the clinical evaluation,
he presented symptoms of
impulsivity, difficulty in
concentration, depression, insomnia, was easily
frustrated and had great difficulty in dealing with
frustration. He is a right handed child for both
limbs as well as for hearing and sight. In the
evaluation with foot reflexology we found:
- Imbalance in the right prefrontal cortex

(15,16,17,18,19,20)

- Imbalance in the parietal cortex bilaterally (15,16,17,18,19, 20)
- Imbalance in the left temporal cortex

(15,16,17,18,19, 20)

The initial treatment consisted of 15 sessions of reflexology massage for 30 minutes each,
stimulating: the frontal cortex (bilateral, predominantly in the right frontal cortex), parietal
cortex (bilateral) and left temporal cortex. The
sessions were scheduled on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The pressure level for the stimulation
is enough to overcome the pain threshold in the
reflex area (level of pressure that produces pain,
but is bearable by the patient). The sessions take
place in a relaxed environment, with the child’s
parents, a room temperature of 23 degrees Celsius, and between 5 pm to 7.30 pm.

The parents asked for an evaluation and
were referred to the Child Psychiatry Unit. The Evaluation after the 1st session:
initial diagnosis was depression and after further
- Tolerance to the stimulation: correct
evaluation, diagnostic studies for ADD were
made. After the psychiatric evaluation was com- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the
pleted, the patient was diagnosed with deprestherapist’s point of view: correct
sion and ADHD. The following treatment was
recommended: 36 mg of Methylphenidate in the
Evaluation after the 2nd session:
morning (11,12,13,14)and 2 mg of Diazepam at
night.
- Changes in the child according to the
parents: none
The parents decided against pharmaceutical treatment and the patient started psychological treatment from age 7 to age 9, in which he
underwent one session per week. During the almost two years of psychological treatment there
was no improvement in his mood or the ADHD,
and the parents then decided to begin treatment
with alternative medicine (foot reflexology).
16
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- Tolerance to the stimulation: correct
- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the
therapist’s point of view: correct

(Continued on page 17)

(Continued from page 16)

Evaluation after the 3rd session:
- Changes in the child according to the parents: none
- Tolerance to the stimulation: correct
- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the therapist’s point of view: correct
Evaluation after the 4th session:
- Changes in the child according to the parents: the child rests better at night
- Tolerance to the stimulation: correct

- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the therapist’s point of view: correct
Evaluation after the 5th session:
- Changes in the child according to the parents: the child continues resting better at night
and his mood improves, the parents say that he is “the kid he used to be”
- Tolerance to the stimulation: correct
- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the therapist’s point of view: correct
Evaluation after the 6th session:
- Changes in the child according to the parents: the improvements persist
- Tolerance to stimulation: correct
- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the therapist’s point of view: correct
Evaluation after the 7th session:
- Changes in the child according to the parents: the improvements persist, domestic coexistence has improved and the child deals better with frustration
- Tolerance to the stimulation: correct
- Effectiveness of the stimulation from the therapist’s point of view: correct
From the 8th to the 10th session - the previously described clinical improvements consolidate. From an academic point of view, there is an increase in the results and the capacity of being able to pay attention during school activities has also increased. A new ADHD RATING
SCALE IV for parents was completed in June 2012 and a score of 16 points is obtained.
DISCUSSION:
One could argue that the improvement in the child’s symptoms was due to the effect of
suggestion from both the child himself and the family environment. The fact that the problem
was addressed professionally could modify some conditions, having repercussions on the child’s
mood as well as on his behavior. However, that isolated event would not explain the improvement in the ADHD RATING SCALE or the improvement in school.
Information may be found at his website, and this original article including all references is
available for purchase at www.manzanaresmethod.com. Dr. Manzanares, MD, international lecturer
and Director of the Manzanares Method of Reflexology, which is science-based reflexology, resides in
Spain. He may be contacted for further information at drjmanzanares@gmail.com.
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RAA TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
As told to Lynn Watson

Meet Toril Oien Eller
RAA’s Administrative Secretary
Since the
fall of 2014, I have
worked as the part
-time administrator of the RAA office, combined
with my reflexology practice. Originally from Oslo,
Norway, I have
resided in the US
since 2000. I have
worked in office
administration all my adult life, after going
through an old-fashioned secretary school
where I learned to type very fast on manual
typewriters and do handwritten bookkeeping in
oversized ledgers.

In 2009, I opened my own health food
store in Virginia. In addition to supplements
and organic foods, we offered classes and holistic treatments by a variety of providers. It was a
wonderful adventure, but towards the end of
the 5-year run, I felt an increasing need to get
out of retail and work individually with clients
to help them heal. I started taking reflexology
classes at the Cayce-Reilly School in Virginia
Beach, and it was a perfect fit. I completed my
education at Healthy Soles School of Reflexology in Woodstock, IL in 2014, and I feel very
lucky that I got to learn from different teachers
with different styles of teaching and practicing.
Unfortunately, hand problems have kept me
from working as much as I would have liked.

As a practitioner, I have had many wonderful interactions with clients, and I am conMy work for RAA consists of helping the stantly in awe over how powerful this quiet and
members, the public and media, state associa- unassuming healing modality is. Once I experitions, and of course the RAA Board with a wide enced how it could help people, I realized that
variety of questions and tasks, from signing up no other job or career could ever give me the
same joy and satisfaction. I have had some very
new members, updating the web site, helping
special sessions with seriously ill cancer clients,
with the magazine, making sure information
gets to the right people, and all kinds of regular and the ability to connect and bring relief, even
if just for a limited time, is more rewarding than
office tasks.
anything else I have ever done.
Many clients call to find a local reflexoloMy practice is both spiritual and sciengist in their area. Potential reflexologists want
tific,
based
on my personal view that reflexology
to know about schools and education requireworks
physically
through the central nervous
ments and state laws. Existing members most
system in the body, but that there also can be a
often call with membership or benefits quesspiritual connection between practitioner and
tions. The Board is active and busy with the
many initiatives that makes RAA a force for our client and other energies that may assist when
needed or asked. I always read new research
profession. My day is never boring and always
with great interest, especially when it concerns
busy!
the mechanism of reflexology, because I hope
we will soon know more about exactly how reMy first meeting with reflexology was
flexology works so we can prove what we as
when I was 20 and saw a former nurse turned
practitioners already know.
‘foot zone therapist’ (the Norwegian term for
reflexologist). The gentle treatment modality
When I don’t work for RAA or with clisuited my sensitive physiology perfectly. Evenents,
I
enjoy
singing alto in a church choir and
tually, I became so in tune with my feet that I
spending
time
in my painting studio in downcould feel a budding sinus infection in my toes
town
Madison,
Wisconsin. I recently moved
before I had any other symptoms! I never
here
from
Virginia
to be closer to my son, and
thought of it as a career at that time, and went
Wisconsin has turned out to be a great place to
on to more studies (psychology) and work.
live!
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SHARING OUR STORIES
Retirement Celebration: Teri Magnan, NBCR, AAEd
Submitted By: Nancy Bartlett

On November 26th, I attended a retirement party for Teri Magnan, held at a
local restaurant. We were there to celebrate and honor her career as teacher, mentor, and practitioner. In addition, she’s diligently advocated for the profession over
the years.
Teri started her reflexology career at "The Center for Universal and Holistic Studies,"
Worcester, MA in 1997 with Elaine Gordon. Elaine subsequently moved to New Jersey and decided to sell her program. Teri and two others purchased the program with the understanding they
would each teach in their respective states of RI, CT and MA.
When I graduated from her course in 2002, I told Teri how much I enjoyed it and would
miss the camaraderie of the fellow students, etc. She said to me “You’re the 4th person to say that
to me. I think YOU should do something about it! So... Madonna Kauffman (a fellow reflexologist) & I started “Sole Support,” a group that met for about 1.5 years – the forerunner of RARI.
Meanwhile, Teri belonged to the New England Association of Reflexologists (NEAR), started in 1996. In 2003, when Teri was President, it was decided that each state would be best served
by its own association. NEAR was subsequently dissolved and their treasury divided equally between RI, CT, and MA.
In September of 2003, around my kitchen table, the Reflexology Association of Rhode Island (RARI) was born; started with competent reflexologists and money. RACT and MAR were
also established. Because of NEAR, there were now three dedicated state associations. The three
states comprise a lot of reflexology history, but today’s spotlight is on Teri and her impact on RI.
Teri has produced about 98% of the professional reflexologists in RI. No t o nly
is she a teacher extraordinaire, but, she imparted the passion and tools that would help us as individuals and also as a profession. She knew it was important to become something ‘bigger.’
She’s led by example, joining and participating in local and national organizations that
promoted reflexologists and the profession. She consistently added to her personal training with
various workshops and courses – encouraging her students to do the same.
Teri has served on numerous Boards and Committees with the various Reflexology Associations. Locally, she’s participated in many endeavors, creating reflexology workshops, sharing information and Demo’s at EXPO’s, the Brown Medical School Forum for Integrative Medicine,
other Hospital Programs, a vocational rehabilitation program accepted by the state of RI’s Department of Human Services, and, of course her own private practice “All About
You Wellness” in Cumberland, and school ”The Center for Universal Reflexology.”
In 2001, I’d never heard of the word “Reflexology” and now it’s a different
story, in RI, mainly due to the efforts of Teri and her students that were encouraged to go forth and serve. Some of her students have become educators themselves and will continue her legacy. I am one of them and very grateful!
Teri received this beautiful autumn arrangement from RAA in recognition
of her years of service.
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Foot Massage is NOT Reflexology
Respect Specialization

Karen Ball, N.B.C.R., L.M.T.
Reprinted with permission from Massage Magazine, 12/2016 issue.
Five states—Kansas, Minnesota, Oklahoma,
It’s frustrating to spend good money for
Vermont
and Wyoming—do not have a massage law.
something and be handed something else instead. In
Reflexology
is also unregulated in those states.
the U.S., that is too often what happens to people
who request a reflexology session from someone othFour states, plus Washington, D.C., require a
er than a certified reflexologist.
massage therapy license in order to practice reflexology. The problem with this is very few massage
Consider this situation experienced by masschools afford more than a passing glance at reflexolsage business educator and author, and Alliance for
Massage Therapy Education President Cherie Sohnen ogy training.
-Moe earlier this year, when she and her sister headTypically, what happens is a massage instruced out to celebrate Cherie’s birthday at a well-known
tor—not
a qualified reflexology instructor—explains
spa: Cherie chose, as one of her services, a foot reflexthe
general
theories behind reflexology and points
ology session, a service described in the spa menu—
out
the
general
locations of reflexes on a large wall
as it is described in many spa menus—as specialized
chart,
with
instructions
to press on those points if the
pressure techniques applied to specific wellnessclient
has
health
issues
with
that organ or gland. That
related reflex points on the feet to release blocked
is
analogous
to
asking
a
sports
medicine practitioner
energy, relieve stress and boost circulation.
to teach cranialsacral massage.
“Unfortunately, that was not what I received,”
With no training in reflexology, yet armed
said Cherie. “I got a foot rub. Granted, it was a very
with
a
license
that allows them to practice the discinice, relaxing treatment, but it was not a reflexology
pline,
it
is
no
surprise
that most massage therapists
session.
in those states head out knowing nothing about reflexology, yet believe they are able to offer it; or prac“I know what reflexology is,” she added. “I
kept waiting for the therapist to actually do reflexolo- tice with an inaccurate impression that it is simply
gy, but it never occurred. I asked the therapist a cou- the application of pressure, during a massage, on
sensitive points in the feet.
ple of questions and it became very clear that she
wasn’t a trained reflexologist.”
The lack of congruency across the country has
arisen,
in
part, because of the broad definition of
Cherie added, “I did mention my displeasure
massage
within
various state laws. In some fashion or
on the survey form. I received a voice message from
another,
most
states
define massage as the manipulathe manager that he wanted to discuss this with me.
tion
of
the
soft
tissue—muscles,
fascia, tendons and
I called back the next day and was left on hold for
ligaments—of
the
human
body.
Because
any handsmore than six minutes. I [also] emailed him, but he
on application to the body will result in manipulatnever followed up.
ing, or feeling or moving a body part, it is easy to see
why reflexology has been lumped in with massage—
“Needless to say, I will never return to that
particularly if the people lobbying for massage licensspa, and I’ve told all of my friends and family not to
ing have no formal understanding of reflexology.
go there,” she said.
An increasing number of spas and massage
therapists are offering foot massage that they call reflexology. Where did this confusion between a foot
massage and reflexology originate? I suspect partly
with fashioning text to license massage therapy.
Licensing
In the U.S., four states—New Hampshire,
North Dakota, Tennessee and Washington—have
separate regulations for massage and reflexology.
Thirty-three states exempt reflexology from their
massage regulations.
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According to massage educator Rick Rosen, in
his white paper On Becoming a Profession: The Challenges and Choices that will Determine Our Future
(April 2008; www.massagemag.com/onbecoming),
the then-more-than-25 state massage laws passed
since 1990 were almost all a result of government relations efforts conducted by individual state chapters
of the American Massage Therapy Association
(AMTA).

As Rosen explained, each of those AMTA
chapters are allowed autonomy in their legislative
efforts, and although acting on behalf of the entire
(Continued on page 21)

(Continued from page 20)
field, AMTA members do not represent all of the
massage therapists in any given state.
That small representation of massage therapists, armed with their own individual biases and
preferences, and sometimes possessing little or no
experience with the complex world of government
lobbying, has been responsible for the all-inclusive
licensing laws that included reflexology and other
bodywork therapies under the large umbrella of
massage.
Responsibility must also lie with the reflexology community, which has, up until this point,
left its practitioners to define reflexology as they
wish.
Reflexology Defined
This past summer, the three arms of reflexology in the U.S.: the American Reflexology Certification Board (ARCB: www.arcb.net), the nonprofit,
independent testing agency; the Reflexology Association of America (RAA; www.reflexologyusa.org), the national membership organization;
and the National Council for Reflexology Educators
(NCRE: www.reflexedu.org), the voice and resource
center for reflexology educators, agreed on one definition to describe the practice:

Reflexology is a protocol of manual techniques, such as thumb- and finger-walking,
hook and backup and rotating-on-apoint, applied to specific reflex areas predominantly on the feet and hands. These
techniques stimulate the complex neural
pathways linking body systems, supporting the body’s efforts to
function optimally.

and lymph and enhance the recipient’s quality of
life.
“Western massage techniques are designed
to relax tension within the soft tissue, with the goal
of restoring the health of the anatomy," I wrote.
"The intent may be to diminish pain, improve posture and/or structural function and/or produce
physical, emotional and mental relaxation.”
“Although the benefits of reflexology include relaxation of mind and musculature, the primary intent is to support the health of the body’s
internal systems," I wrote. "Reflexology typically
focuses on reflexes corresponding to stressed organs and glands, not the connective tissue elements
of the body part being worked.”
Reflexology uses unique manual techniques
quite different from massage, and has a long history distinct from massage, as outlined in the books
Reflexology: Art, Science and History and Eunice
Ingham: A Biography, both written by reflexologist Christine Issel, who is also legislative consultant for RAA and ARCB. In addition, reflexology is
recognized by the National Institutes of Health,
and hundreds of studies worldwide have brought
evidence to its effectiveness in improving the quality of life for people in times of challenging health
situations.
Qualifications
Training in reflexology ranges from one-day
introductions to full certification, depending on the
individual’s level of interest and how he or she
plans to incorporate reflexology into a practice.

Of course, a one-day introduction does not
provide training sufficient to offer reflexology in a
The effectiveness of reflexology is recogmassage practice. It can, however, inform the parnized worldwide by various national
ticipant of the basics of reflexology and help him or
health institutions and the public at
her decide whether or not to pursue more complete
large as a distinct complementary practice education.
within the holistic health field.
The majority of certified reflexologists offer
This definition serves to clarify the differstrictly reflexology to their clients; perhaps augences in technique between reflexology and masmented with hydrotherapy and aromatherapy.
sage, and clearly states how reflexology differs in its They create reflexology-based practices that safely
intent from massage therapy, a practice that mahelp people of all ages restore homeostasis, optinipulates soft tissue with the intent to relax musmize physiological functions and address system
cles. This distinction is crucial for states pursuing
imbalances and weaknesses.
reflexology licensure separate from massage.
Some massage therapists, such as FloridaSimilarities & Differences
based Shea de Oliviero, have discovered that beginAs noted in an article I wrote for MASSAGE ning a massage session with reflexology helps relax
Magazine’s futureLMT (www.futureLMT.com)
muscle tension and calm the nervous system
publication in May 2012, “People seek out reflexol- enough that the massage portion of the session is
ogy for different and the same reasons they seek
easier on their hands and far more effective.
out massage. Both improve circulation of the blood
(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)
“I love what I am learning,” de Oliviero
said. “I absolutely love it. I have used the relaxation
techniques and the musculoskeletal protocol on
about 20 people since last week, and the results are
inarguable.

been hired numerous times by high-end spas to
teach their massage staff how to give a true reflexology session. They have told me this training is needed because reflexology is on the menu; their staff
isn’t trained; and their informed clientele are complaining loudly that they are paying extra to receive
“The majority of my clients are regulars, so I reflexology and being given a glorified foot massage.
am very familiar with their tissue in various stages
and during various parts of a massage,” she continAlso, when I teach two-day workshops, parued, “and when I worked their hands and feet first, ticipants tell me they had a two-hour explanation of
wow, the rest of the tissue became butter, just as
reflexology in their massage program but have been
inviting and easy to work with as ever.”
offering “reflexology” to clients who request it.
Credentialing
The member association, RAA, representing
state affiliates and individuals in the U.S., welcomes
practitioners with all levels of training.

"Without separate reflexology laws setting
educational standards with legal oversight, and because without proper training there is little or no
expense involved, reflexology continues to grow as
an add-on service in both the massage and beauty/
Professional-level members must provide
nail salons and spas to increase income," explained
proof of at least 300 hours of foot or hand reflexolo- Issel.
gy education (the national standard), 160 of which
must have been accrued in a live classroom setting
Protect Scope of Practice
with an instructor. Although membership renewal
Spas and massage therapists will not be able
does not require continuing education, most memto pass off foot massages for reflexology much
bers have gone on to study various advanced proto- longer, if they want to retain their credibility in the
cols involving the feet, hands, outer ears and face
community.
from nationally and internationally recognized eduJust as reflexologists don’t claim to be docators.
ing massage, massage therapists and spas should
Practitioners with less than the Professional not claim to be offering reflexology when it’s really
level of education are welcomed as Associate Practi- foot massage. It serves neither group to misrepretioners. Reflexology students, reflexology schools
sent their qualifications or mislead the public as to
and supporters also enjoy Associate memberships,
what various services are.
including discounted admission fees to RAA’s bienA foot massage is a lovely service, and so is
nial conference.
reflexology—but they are not the same. Just as
Through ARCB, eligible applicants can sit to massage practitioners’ scope of practice should
take board examinations in foot and/or hand reflex- be—and must be, in most places by law—not inology. Successful applicants will have passed a 300- fringed upon, trained reflexologists should be afquestion, psychometrically valid test; submitted 90 forded the respect that comes from earning specialdocumented session forms; and passed a hands-on ty certification.
practical exam to earn the designation of National
The world needs more reflexologists. If you
Board Certified Reflexologist (NBCR). Continued
want to offer this specialty, contact one of the orstatus requires 24 hours of approved continuing
ganizations mentioned in this article, or an experieducation biennially.
enced continuing education provider, and begin
The Public is Aware
your journey into this rewarding and beneficial
Despite the trend of foot massage being
specialization.
passed off as reflexology, the public is becoming
For more information, contact Karen Ball
more aware of reflexology and the training qualifiat
the
academyofancientreflexology.com.
cations of certified reflexologists. Although there
aren't statistics to support this statement, I have
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STATE NEWS — Maryland
MDRA: The Energy of Reflexology Workshop by Bob Wolfe
Submitted by Leanora Winters, former Maryland Board member

The Maryland Reflexology Association (MDRA) hosted an amazing
workshop entitled “The Energy of Reflexology” presented by Bob Wolfe at the
Maritime Institute in Linthicum Heights Maryland, September 9th - 11th 2016.
The 13 attendees engaged in an enlightening and nurturing experience that
touched on a variety of useful and interesting points and techniques which
both magnified and clarified the significance of the foot, hand and ear reflexology session experience.
We explored how our energy is affected by our emotions, environment,
nutrition, medication, seasonal changes, electromagnetic energy and more. We covered how we
impact each other energetically and how reflexology helps us to regain balance and well-being as
a form of signal, information and message healing.
Bob used a pendulum to highlight the energy flow in the “Chakras” (key energy centers in the
body) and then demonstrated how to re-balance these energy centers through reflexology and
energy healing. Practitioner focus and intention were key to this process. Basically, energy will go
where you direct it to go. Workshop participants then practiced Chakra and Meridian alignment
exercises.
Bob guided participants in performing nurturing Qigong (pronounced Chee-gong; means
movement of universal energy through practice) exercises for self-revitalization. The series of
gentle, slow movement exercises were both very relaxing and energizing. They were helpful during the workshop experience and useful as a tool to use prior to or even after conducting a reflexology session. He touched on Charles Sherrington's assertion that there is “no correlation between depth of pressure and effectiveness of technique” in reflexology. We explored Tsubo points
on the feet and Master points on the ears as they related to reflexology.
Also, Bob's approach brought clarity to the significance of the 5 Elements concept from
Chinese medicine as it relates to reflexology. Participants were shown and practiced effective
techniques to employ in order to conduct a smooth flowing, thorough and relaxing reflexology
session on feet, hands and ears while incorporating the energy concepts covered. The 3 day workshop wrapped up with a practicum in which participants worked on hands, feet, and ears. Bob
Wolfe provided an informative, invigorating and inspiring reflexology workshop! The insights
and techniques presented provided us all with invaluable tools to enhance our reflexology session
effectiveness and experience.
Bob Wolfe, NBCR, is a massage therapist, author, hypnotherapist, Reiki master and teacher. He has taught
at a variety of massage schools and holistic learning centers nationally and internationally - http://
www.bobwolfe.net/.

“Nothing is Impossible!
The word itself says, I’m Possible!”
Audrey Hepburn
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New Friends through Reflexology
Submitted by Cheryl Boerger, CA

So it all started when I saw the 2016 RAA Conference was being held in Alaska. What a great reason to head to Alaska, a place I
had only dreamed of going someday. In past careers, I had attended
many conferences, it was always more fun to volunteer and be a part
of helping create the event. So I stepped up for a small part to help
put on the RAA conference.
By volunteering I met the other wonderful volunteers, but
then something bigger happened sort of by accident but I am told
there are no accidents. While attending the leadership training I volunteered to be the delegate for the State of California as that is where I live. What I didn’t realize is
that since California is unaffiliated I would be the delegate for an entire group of unaffiliated
states. And that is the true beginning of my story.
By agreeing to take the position as a delegate for the unaffiliated states I was introduced to
my co-delegate Linda Frank of Tacoma, Washington. Well I think we must have known each other
in another life or something because we hit it off right away. We had a great time at the Conference. Weeks later when we were all back to our life activities, Linda invited me to a Touchpoint
class on Hip/Sciatic/knee with Dorthe and Peter of Denmark http://uk.touchpoint.dk/ that was to
be held in Hood River, Oregon. I registered for the class and was offered to share a “For Rent by
Owner” home, “Lucy’s Overlook” http://www.hrvacations.com/listing/lucys-overlook/ overlooking the Columbia River with Linda and 2 other reflexologists.
Sharing this house not only made this experience a lot more affordable, it was also fun and
beautiful. One of the things that made this adventure special was the coming together of our three
western states Washington, Oregon, and California for the sake of learning new reflexology skills.
You add in making new friends and seeing beautiful country along the way and it makes it even
better.
I finished my road trip going further north to visit my son who is in college east of Seattle.
Besides seeing him, the nice part about being further north was that my road home went right past
Linda Frank’s house. So of course, a stop in, a cup of tea, see her new reflexology office and another reflexology exchange. Now that is a nice business trip. I am so glad I said yes. Yes to the conference, yes to volunteering, yes to being the 2nd delegate for the unaffiliated states, and yes to new
friends.

Above: Delegates reunite: Jacqu elin e Ly czew sk i - WA; Linda Frank – Unaffiliated; Cindy Rice – OR;
Cheryl Boerger – CA. Bottom Left: Cheryl working on Linda. Middle: Cheryl, Jacqueline, and Mary Pruitt
outside Lucy’s Overlook. Right: Jacqueline WA working on Cheryl.
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MORE STATE NEWS:

RARI — Rhode Island

"Our new board members are honored and excited to be serving RARI. This fall we have
been hard at work promoting reflexology at the Rhode Island Holistic Healers Expo and learning
about Profound Stress Reduction through Ear, Hand, and Foot reflexology with Bill Flocco. (See
photo below on left for attendees.)
We are in the midst of setting up a Cadaver Study at the University of RI happening in February 2017 and are pleased to announce that Touchpoint Reflexology with Dorthe Krogsgaard and
Peter Lund Frandsen will be teaching their workshop about stress in May 2017!
Submitted by Julie Balis.

The new RARI board members from left to right:
Lori Sklarski (Treasurer); Elysia Bates, NBCR;
(President); Elizabeth Wolf-Calvino (Vice
President). Not in picture: Julie Bailis (Secretary).

CHICAGO!!!
RAA IS COMING!!!

Idea for States:

Action needed for the next issue—

Let’s have a column of ideas to raise money to help your
members attend the Chicago Conference. Everybody,
please email your ideas to the RAA magazine editor
at RAAMagazineEditor@reflexology-usa.org.
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Linking Techniques Around the Spine
By Dorthe Krogsgaard and Peter Lund Frandsen, Denmark

Back pain is one of the most widespread health problems with major costs for the individual as well as the society. It has been estimated that 80 percent of the adult western population suffer from at least one incidence of back pain and 10 percent experience a period with
chronic low back pain. (Archives of Internal Medicine, Feb. 2009).
Our approach to the treatment of back pain includes a wide palette of reflexology techniques. We work with spine reflexes from various reflexology traditions, we look at connections
between the back and other parts of the musculoskeletal system and we bring in reflexes for
specific muscles and joints. We also introduce Nerve reflex points (courtesy of MNT-NR International) which provide a rapid analgesic effect and relaxation of tense areas.
In this article we describe the concept of working with multiple reflexes simultaneously. By linking two reflex areas you can often achieve a faster and deeper treatment effect. Here
we use back pain as an example.
Linking of foot reflex and body area:
Find the sore area on the
back (in the picture it is thoracic
10), and the equivalent reflex area
on the foot. If there is acute pain,
try to hold a gentle static pressure
with the hand on the back, while
treating the foot reflex with the other hand. This linking provides an
additional energy exchange between the areas, while at the same
time increasing the client's focus on
the therapy.
You can vary the technique
so that the static hold is on the foot
reflex, while you massage the back.
Or you can hold still in both places
and let the energy flow do the work.
Linking spine reflexes on the foot and lower leg:
A fascinating technique is to treat the spine using two different reflex systems together.
In this example we combine a spine reflex on the lower leg (see box) with the classic spine reflex on the foot.
Again, you may choose to keep a steady grip on one
place while you treat the other or vice versa, you can hold
steady in both places, or you can even work both areas together.
By comparing the findings (i.e. texture of the tissue,
pain, moisture, etc.) from the two different reflex systems
you often acquire useful information about the client’s condition.
(Continued on page 27)
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(Continued from page 26)

Facts box – The spine reflex on the lower leg
This spine reflex on the lower leg was discovered
by Swedish Karl-Axel Lind and is part in a reflex system where the lower legs and feet reflect the entire
body. The feet correspond to the head and the body
stretches up along the lower leg.
The spine reflex is situated on the medial edge of the Tibia
(shinbone). The medial malleolus corresponds to the first cervical vertebra (Atlas) and the tail bone is at the top of the Tibia just below the knee
joint.
Spine reflex on the lower leg. © Touchpoint and Medika Nova AB, Anna-Kaarina Lind, Finland

Linking spinal nerve points to other reflexes:
One can also exploit the fact that all nerves to the entire body (except the head) comes
from the back. One way is to link reflex points for the spinal nerves with other reflex areas, such as
organ reflexes or other reflexes that react with pain and/or tissue changes.

Nerve reflex points for the spinal nerves - © Touchpoint and MNT-NR International
These linking techniques can be used during the course of a normal reflexology session. It is
natural to use them when you encounter a particularly congested reflex area, and/or if the client
has many acute pains.
More info on linking:
Linking techniques are included in the workshops we are presenting at our 3rd international Summer School in Copenhagen July 2017.
In the online version of this article you will find a link to a video clip demonstrating some
linking techniques at www.touchpoint.dk .
Dorthe Krogsgaard and Peter Lund Frandsen are internationally well-known teachers,
speakers, authors, and researchers through their Touchpoint Academy. Their contact information is touchpoint@touchpoint.dk - (+45) 7023 7047. Articles in English are available at
http://uk.touchpoint.dk/.
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DVD REVIEW

Reflexology Lymph Drainage RLD

Sally Kay
DVD Review by Linda Frank, RF, NBCR (WA) & PR Committee member
In the class, I got to witness firsthand
the impact of RLD, not only in the longer-thanusual lines for the restrooms at break times as
those being worked on experienced increased
fluid movement, but in the profound difference
I noticed in one student’s face and body on the
second day of training. I commented to her
As Sally explained to RAA conference
attendees last April in Anchorage, her protocol that she looked as though she’d lost a significant amount of “weight” (fluid) and she said
was initially developed to help reduce the
she felt she had. She also said she felt so much
swelling and other discomforts suffered by
women who’d developed unilateral secondary better.
lymphedema – most specifically postmastectomy arm lymphedema.
For those who want to learn a simple,
gentle and powerful protocol for stimulating
the function of the lymphatic system, I highly
recommend Sally Kay’s Reflexology Lymph
Drainage DVD.

Much to her delight, Sally has been
hearing from those who’ve used her technique
that their clients are experiencing relief from a
host of auto-immune disorders as well.
I learned from one of the two certified
Reflexology Lymph Drainage (RLD) in the
United States whom I’d contacted for this review that her client with Sjogren’s Syndrome –
which is characterized by symptoms of excessive dryness – began to salivate during her
third RLD session and got tears during her
fourth. Bernette Todd of Soothing Balance
Therapies.com in Syracuse, Indiana told me
that her first three RLD sessions with that client were three weeks apart. The fourth session
was two weeks after the third. Bernette said she
also used the exact RLD protocol for her fibromyalgia clients, who also benefitted. “The
work is very profound” said Bernette. I asked
Bernette her opinion of the RLD DVD, and she
said “you can see everything clearly. Everything is so well explained.”
I also asked Bernette her opinion about
Sally’s class, and her response was an enthusiastic “the class covers so much more.” And indeed it does! I was fortunate to take Sally’s
class in Seattle the weekend after I heard her
present RLD at the RAA conference. Sally
taught us how to take the before-and-after arm
measurements needed to calculate the fluid
loss stimulated by an RLD session. She also
taught a protocol for working on hands.
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While so many of the results of reflexology are subjective, Sally’s documentation of
fluid loss is measurable, and therefore incredibly exciting.
While the DVD doesn’t delve into the
research results, you can read about some of
them on Sally’s website which is listed below.
And when you take a class, you’ll get detailed
case histories as well as forms for doing your
own documentation of results.
What you will get on the DVD are clear
and precise instruction for the 40-minute RLD
sequence with both diagrams and video footage
of Sally demonstrating the series of light thumb
and/or finger-walking techniques. The voiceover instructions that accompany the diagrams
and video demonstrations are delivered in Sally’s own lovely and soothing voice. Soft piano
music provides a quieting accompaniment that
(Continued on page 29)

Two Ways to Boost Confidence
Karen Ball
One of the things I am presented with often when teaching,
whether at the beginner level or advanced, are people who lack confidence in themselves.
There are a lot of actions that we can take to increase our level of
confidence and probably more articles and books written on the topic.
Recently though I read a blog written by Dr. Travis Bradberry
that listed, amongst others, two things that really got my attention:
1. Genuinely confident people challenge themselves regularly, even when their efforts
yield small successes. Okay, that didn’t surprise me. What did was this:
Small accomplishments build new androgen receptors in the brain that are responsible
for reward and motivation. More androgen receptors equals more testosterone equals more confidence. Apparently, a series of small victories can boost confidence that can last for months!
So, if tackling a large goal seems overwhelming to you, break things down into babysteps, and celebrate those smaller accomplishments. Acknowledge them as stepping-stones to
your ultimate destination, and smile, knowing that even the smallest of victories is building your
“confidence muscle.”
2. Confident people exercise. Exercising twice a week increases feelings of competency on
all levels - socially, academically, and athletically. Self-esteem rates higher too. Higher selfesteem and the endorphin-fueled positivity from exercise increase confidence.
Is there anything that exercise doesn’t help?

(Continued from page 28 - Sally Kay)

in no way detracts from the auditory instructions or requires a listener to strain for understanding. Quite the opposite in that both Sally’s voice and the quieting piano make for easy
listening and add a healing touch of their own.

from Washington
state flew over from
the US specially for
the course. She is just
finishing her certification at SR&MC, where
I think the DVD will enable any practi- I taught in Seattle.
tioner to apply the RLD protocol for successful What are the chances
results – and perhaps inspire reflexologists to of that! It was afthen take the class, as Sally told me was the
ter ordering the
case recently. In response to a few questions I DVD to help a client with breast cancer relatsent to Sally for the writing of this review, Sally ed lymphoedema, and seeing such fantastic
replied:
results, Anita said she wanted to learn more.”
“At first I was concerned the DVD
would not have enough explanation and content as a stand-alone. Thankfully this doesn't
appear to be the case. Ironically you emailed
just before I was due to fly to Edinburgh in
Scotland to teach a class, and a reflexologist

Watch for Sally’s book about RLD in
2017, order her DVD, and check out her calendar of scheduled classes at her website: http://
www.reflexologylymphdrainage.co.uk/.
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IN MEMORIAM: ED WILSON
The reflexology community has lost one of its most passionate and dedicated leaders. On December 10, 2016, Ed Wilson
(FL), a longtime member of RAA, passed on to live out the next
phase of his being.
Ed is someone a lot of us “old-timers” will remember. He
religiously attended conferences up until the last few years when
his health began to fade. He was one of the most passionate advocates of reflexology I have ever known, both in his teaching and in
his life choices. He never missed an opportunity to share how reflexology might help someone in his or her struggles.

As a self-trained musician, he enjoyed jamming with others anywhere and everywhere. He never ceased to be a source of
joy, playfulness, love and appreciation to all.
The first half of Ed’s life was in academia; working for many years as a Professor after
having achieved his PhD in Marriage and Family Therapy.
The second half of his life – where we got to know him - was his "hippie" phase. Trading
in his dapper suits and wingtips for tied-dyed shirts and Birkenstocks, he became a dedicated
vegan and lover of natural therapies.
After receiving his massage education at the Florida School of Massage in Gainesville, Ed
eventually merged his academic life with bodywork and became a teacher at Educating Hands
School of Massage Therapy in Miami. There he created one of the early reflexology certification
programs in this country, training and inspiring many over the years.
Ed lived the last 28 years with his loving wife, Iris Burman, with whom he enjoyed travel,
dance, music and theatrical performances; played many games of strategy; explored the subtleties of the English language; laughed, played music and “loved to the depth of his being.”
Ed’s last wish was to have his body given to Gil Hedley (another passionate soul, who
teaches dissection to body workers with a
very unique and profound approach) so that
he might continue to teach others even after
his spirit has gone.
Always the teacher, Ed Wilson’s third
phase of life returns back to where it all began: academia.

Above: Ed Wilson
Left: Ed and his wife, Iris Burman
Submitted by Karen Ball, Fl.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS FORUM:
Reflexology Benefits Clients by ….
Baby Assist, Linda Frank (WA)
Just got a text with photo
from a new client, Haley, who
called on Wednesday morning to
ask me to help induce her labor so
she wouldn't have to be induced
with Pitosin. I gave her an hour
session Wednesday and then
texted her Thursday morning to say if she'd not
yet gone into labor, we could do a half hour session that afternoon to support the Wednesday
session. She said she'd call after seeing her ob/
gyn at noon.
She called and asked for the appointment,
saying because she felt so much going on during
the Wednesday reflexology session that she felt
she was really benefitting from it -- more so than
during or from the acupuncture sessions she'd
had (though like the other labor-assist, I believe
all modalities build on and support one another).
When she arrived she looked distressed,
and said she wasn't feeling very well. Pressure in
her abdomen. I said, "Come on in and let's finish
this" with a smile and she beamed at me! I put
her in my heated zero gravity chair and noticed
while zeroing in on the labor-assist reflexes that
her feet felt quite different -- less puffy and the
baby bump was also noticeably different. I found
her feet less puffy, saying nothing about the baby
bump so as to not risk having her wonder what
that might mean!! She said baby was kicking the
whole half hour and she was thinking this might
actually be the start of her labor.
I told her "I don't want to see you tomorrow" -- and we both laughed. She told me as she
was leaving that she was so relieved that the doctor told her at her noon appointment that her baby hadn't added weight during her extra week so
a C-section wouldn't be needed. I wondered if
perhaps this was the final piece that enabled her
to move comfortably into her labor -- with the
reflexology simply setting the stage for it all to
unfold.
Next morning I received this message
along with a photo: "[Baby] was born this morning at 3:43 AM...and I know you helped ease him
into this world! I'm so thankful for you and the
beautiful work you do!!!"

Have YOU Moved?
Changed your telephone
number, address, email?
If you are a professional reflexologist, listed on
the RAA website, and your information is not
accurate, RAA won’t be able to find you, and
even more importantly—CLIENTS can’t!
You can make these important changes
yourself: Go to www.reflexology-usa.org
Hover over Members in the Navigation Menu,
and click on Member Login.
Type in your Username and Password and
click Login.
Usernames cannot have any spaces in
them.
Double-click on any fields you need to update.
Edit.
There are some fields that only Admin can
change; those will not open for you.
Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click
Save All Changes.
For more information:

Contact the RAA Admin Office,
infoRAA@reflexology-usa.org or
call 980-234-0159.

RAA is on FACEBOOK!
Please LIKE us!
Facebook.com/
ReflexologyAssociationofAmerica

Membership Applications
are found at:
http://reflexology-usa.org/
membership-applications/

Another success story is on page 34.
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Round about: Stress

Saturday and Sunday, May 27, 28, 2017
Memorial Day weekend – SAVE THE DATES

Presented By:
Dorthe Krogsgaard & Peter Lund Frandsen
from Touchpoint Denmark
One fifth of the western population has stress related
symptoms. What is actually going on in the stressed
body? How do we make sure stressed clients get the
most out of a reflexology session?

Sponsored by: Reflexology Association of
Rhode Island (RI Location TBA)
Workshop Fee: Members: $350 by April 22nd,
then $375 - Non-members $400
Information: Elysia Bates, NBCR - 860-564-2879
blessedsoles1302@sbcglobal.net
Checks: made out to RARI, mailed to Lori Sklarski,
130 Sweet Farm Rd, Portsmouth, RI 02871

www.reflexologyRI.com
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Chicago Conference Update!

The RAA Board is currently
negotiating with an excellent
hotel as the venue for our
2018 RAA Conference!
Watch for details on Facebook
and
upcoming e-blasts.

This Resource Guide is provided as a handy reference for information about schools, workshops, and other
products and services. The appearance of advertising in RAA publications in no way implies an endorsement or approval by RAA of any advertiser, their services, or products. Please contact the individual advertisers for information on their services. For additional advertising space and rates information contact:
infoRAA@reflexology-usa.org.

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
Email ad submissions to: infoRAA@ reflexology-usa.org.
ARCB, ICR and Affiliated State association-sponsored
conferences and events will receive FREE ¼ page B&W
advertising space and website listing.
Workshops conducted in conjunction with associations
listed above, wherein the association will benefit by receiving a donation from the workshop presenter, will also
receive FREE ¼ page B&W advertising space. Ads must
be in camera-ready format in tiff or png format
by publication deadline.
NEW: Payments—Ad submissions will be billed by RAA. Please specify w h o to m ake th e bill
out to when ordering. Remember: Do not send money or make a payment until you are billed!
All rates are in $US dollar amounts.
RAA Returned Check Policy ~ All r etur ned checks w ill be ch ar ged a $25 pr ocessing fee.
**Late advertisements received beyond the deadline for the intended issue will appear in the following issue if it is still timely for
your needs.
**RAA reserves the right to edit any and/or refuse any advertisements for any reason without explanation to the submitter.
Payment will be refunded.

Note: The r ates for 2 nd, 3rd and 4th times are for multiple runs of the same advertisement. The total
amount for these must be paid in full with your first ad submission. The total amount for these will be
billed up front.
Color ads: Lim ited space
is available at an additional
cost of 20%.

Flyers - Full Page at
$140/1 side & $280/
both sides, printed
on either white or
colored paper.

Non-Members ads ar e
an additional cost of 20%.

RAA Member’s Advertising Rates (B&W)
1-Time Fee

2nd Time
Fee (each)

3rd or 4th Time
Fee (each)

Full Page (9.75” X 7”)

$140

$130

$120

Half Page (7” X 4.75”)

$70

$65

$60

Quarter Page (3.5” X 4.75”)

$35

$33

$30

Business Card (2.25” X 3.5”)

$20

$17

$15

Size

ALL state associations ar e invited to send infor m ation
regarding their Calendar of Events and to also submit news for
the State News section of the magazine to
RAAMagazineEditor@reflexology-usa.org
ALL state associations will receive a FREE calendar listing and
RAA Website listing of their events and workshops.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS FORUM:
Reflexology Benefits Clients by …
Plantar Fasciitis, Stephenie Cooke (AR)
Dear Members:
We love receiving client testimonials from you! Thank you so much for sharing your successes with all our members.
Sometimes a little reassurance and/or
feedback from another are precisely what
we need to boost our confidence in what
we’re doing.
This one was submitted by Professional member Stephenie A. Cooke (AR).
Note the response from writing an article
for a local publication!
“I have suffered with plantar fasciitis for years. I teach and am on my feet a lot
during the day. I have had steroid shots in
my heels and bought expensive orthotics
for my shoes.
I had purchased a book about reflexology some years ago and read about how
the practice worked. So, when I read an article that Stephenie Cooke wrote for a local
publication, I sent her an email to set up an
appointment.
As soon as I got up from her treatment table, I felt like I was walking on a
cloud. I have been a regular client since. I
try to go every other week for treatment. Stephenie's clinic is called "A Nurturing Touch" and that cannot be a truer
description of her treatments. She can
"read" exactly what needs to be activated; I
always feel so much relief after treatment.
I recommend reflexology therapy to
anyone with chronic foot pain.”
Mary L. (AR)

Sincerely,
RAA Public Relations Committee
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RAA Order Form
PUBLICATIONS/PICTURES
2014 Conference
Book - Qty _________
DVD - Qty _________

@
@

$25.00 = _________
$20.00 = _________

2012 Conference
Book - Qty _________
Photo - Qty ________
DVD - Qty _________

@
@
@

$20.00 = _________
$10.00 = _________
$15.00 = _________

2010 Conference
Book - Qty _________
Photo - Qty ________
DVD - Qty _________

@
@
@

$10.00 = _________
$ 5.00 = _________
$10.00 = _________

Leadership Education & Organizational Development
Manual
Qty ____________
@
$25.00 = _________
Legislative Work & Guidelines
Qty ____________
@

$20.00 = _________

Guidelines to Setting up a Reflexology Association
Qty ____________
@
$10.00 = _________
How to Organize a Conference
Qty ____________
@

$10.00 = _________

How to Publish a Newsletter
Qty ____________

$ 5.00 = _________

@

How do Reflexologists Make a Living
Qty ____________
@

_________

$ 5.00 =

BROCHURES
To view: www.reflexology-usa.org/brochurs.html
25 copies
@
$10.00 = _________
50 copies
@
$18.50 = _________
100 copies
@
$30.00 = _________
TOTAL
$ _________

FREE Download Brochure:
‘Identifying the Legitimate Reflexology Practice’
Mark your Quantity: Include your name & ‘Ship
To’ address.
Make checks payable to ‘RAA’
MAIL TO: Reflexology Association of America
PO Box 44324
Madison, WI 53744s
inforaa@reflexology-usa.org
Phone: 980-234-0159
U.S. shipping fees included in price.
Contact RAA for international shipping prices.

RAA MEMBER SCHOOL LISTINGS
STATE

SCHOOL NAME

EMAIL

WEBSITE

PHONE

CA

The Reflexology Mentor

info@reflexologymentor.com

www.reflexologymentor.com

(310) 318-3353

CO

Just For Health

justforhealthinfo@gmail.com

www.justforhealth.net

(303) 320-4367

FL

Academy of Ancient Reflexology

admin@academyofancient
reflexology.com

www.academyofancient
reflexology.com

(904) 553-4067

FL, NY,
MA

Laura Norman Reflexology

classes@lauranorman.com

www.lauranorman.com

(561) 272-1220

GA

Academy of Radiant Health

kotan@academyofradiant
health.com

www.academyofradiant
health.com

(770) 843-2993

IA

Perfect Touch Wellness Center

info@perfecttouchwellness
center.com

www.perfecttouchwellness
center.com

(641) 664-1100

IL

Healthy Soles School of Reflexology

Emilee@HealthySoles
School.com

www.healthysolesschool.com

(815) 334-8722

ME

Treat Your Feet School of Reflexology

info@treatyourfeetschool
ofreflexology.com

www.treatyourfeet.com

(207) 626-3338

MO

The Stone Institute

edu@TheStoneInstitute.org

http://thestoneinstitute.org

(636) 724-8686

NC

The Academy of Reflective Wellness

Cynthh152@aol.com

theacademyofreflectivewellness.
blogspot.com

(704) 636-4153

NE

Nationwide Reflexology School

Nationwidereflexologydb64
@yahoo.com

NV

Fu Zu Ba School of Massage and
Reflexology

nathan@AliveMassage.com

www.FuZuBa.com

(702) 431-3737

OH

Reflexology Certification Institute

RCIreflexology2@aol.com

www.reflexologycenter.com

(614) 565-1047

OR

Jill Fox Healing Arts

jill@jillfoxhealing.com

www.jillfoxhealing.com

(541) 261-4204

PA

Brauer Institute of Holistic Medicine
doritbrauer@gmail.com
Reflexology

www.doritbrauer.com

(412) 489-5100

VA

Cayce/Reilly School of Massotherapy workshops@caycereilly.edu

www.caycereilly.edu

(757) 457-7270

WI

Ray of Hope Academy

www.rayofhopereflexology.com

(414) 531-2587

ROCHES2011@gmail.com

(712) 355-2679

RAA does not endorse or favor schools attended by Professional members. When
researching schools please ensure you choose a program that provides the level of
education you are seeking (initial and/or continuing education.) Requirements for
Professional membership in RAA can be found on our website at
http://reflexology-usa.org.

As a RAA Professional member, if you decide to hold
workshops or other events pertaining to reflexology,
post them on the RAA website at
http://reflexology-usa.org/add-an-event/.
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Businesses Who Are Associate Members of RAA
State
CO

Business Name

E-Mail

Website

Phone

Goldenflowerhealthclinic
@gmail.com

Golden Flower Health Clinic

(719)542-9210

FL, NY,
Laura Norman Holistic Reflexology info@lauranorman.com
MA

www.lauranorman.com

(212) 532-4404

GA

Foot Palace

Yourfootpalaceappt@gmail.com

(706) 521-5290

GA

Takako Ogawa / SOLE JOY

atanda55@gmail.com

(770) 543-9705

GB

Sue Ricks

suericks@suericks.com

www.suericks.com

44 (150) 921-4373

RI

MY Reflexology Store - Online

myreflexologystore@cox.net

www.MYreflexologystore.com

(401) 714-5722

“Every
accomplishment
starts

What a
GREAT IDEA!!!

with
the
decision
to

try,”
Gail Devers.

These Insurance Companies offer discounts to RAA members.

RAA does not endorse one company over another.

Insurance Information

Contact Information

Alternative Balance

Associated Bodywork &
Massage Professionals

www.alternativebalance.net
www.abmp.com
1-800-871-3848
1-800-458-2267
Plan A
Call for RAA discount!

Massage Magazine

www.massagemagins.com/
RAA
1-800-222-1110

part-time Professional
(under 20 hours per
week)

$199.00

$175.00

$149.00

Professional

$229.00

$175.00

$149.00
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2015 – 2016 BOARD ACCOMPLISHMENTS





























Succeeded in having Reflexology recognized on the NIH website as a CAM practice.
Hosted a very successful conference in Anchorage, Alaska in April/May 2016.
Publicly recognized RAA’s honorary lifetime members in an audio-visual ceremony at the 2016
Conference.
Conducted two productive LE&OD trainings in New York, NY and Anchorage, AK.
Reclassified the Associate membership categories to add a Practitioner membership level for reflexologists with
less than the Professional membership level, allowing for the inclusion of more reflexologists in our Association.
Interviewed, hired and trained a new RAA Administrative Assistant and a Bookkeeper.
Created a social media presence on Facebook, garnering 1400 Likes and tremendous PR value for RAA, the 2016
Conference and the reflexology community in its first year.
Joined the New York State Reflexology Association to represent reflexology at New York Lobby Day.
Contributed to the expense of sending a representative to present a reflexology poster at the prestigious International Congress on Integrative Medicine & Health Conference in Las Vegas, Nevada.
Spoke at the NIH quarterly National Advisory Council for Center for Integrative Health.
Represented the field of reflexology during the NCCAM meeting at the NIH in Rockville, MD.
Formed a Presidents’ Club to support the state chapter presidents in their shared challenges and accomplishments.
Helped to motivate reflexologists nationwide in the efforts that stopped a Colorado house bill that could have
stripped reflexologists of the right to practice.
Grew Professional, School and Student memberships; established a Practitioner level with a healthy beginning
membership.
Amended the Mentor qualifications to allow teachers in reflexology schools to serve as mentors.
Updated the Policies and Procedures to include clarification on “grandmothering” Professional members and
membership reciprocity with Affiliated States.
Assumed the responsibility from ARCB of publishing a free directory of US reflexology schools on our website.
Better secured RAA’s finances by establishing an operating and savings account.
Obtained clarification on the eligibility of the European ITEC certification to qualify for RAA Professional member requirements.

2015 – 2016 DELEGATE ASSEMBLY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Cultivated better means of communication between the DA and the RAA Board, Affiliated states and unaffiliated
states.
Established a regular monthly meeting of the Delegates, the Delegate Assembly Liaison and DA Advisor.
Initiated a process to insure membership compliance for applying and sitting Delegates.
Successfully filled vacant seats on the Delegate Assembly as the need arose.
Advised Delegates on how to set up a Google Alert to learn of any pending legislative activities that might affect
their state reflexologists’ ability to practice.
Submitted a quarterly article to Reflexology Across America.

2015 – 2016 ADMININSTRATIVE ASSISTANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS






Learned all administrative procedures to run the RAA office, including responsibilities to administer a national
conference, membership renewal campaign and LE&OD training.
Processed more than 5,000 e-mails.
Responded to approximately 400 phone calls.
Processed 55 new members, as well as all renewals.
Moved the RAA office 1000 miles.





Published four quarterly print and digital color magazines.
Published Alaska Conference book.
Made editorial and graphic changes to magazine layout.




Learned all RAA policies and procedures for processing all financial transactions.
Worked with the Treasurer and Admin Assistant to make transactions more efficient for members.

2015 – 2016 MAGAZINE EDITOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

2015 – 2016 RAA BOOKKEEPER ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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WELCOME!!!
New
RAA Members !!!
Professional
Mary Axelrod, CO
Laurie Ann Crouse, PA
Barbara Heavey-Hodson, RI
Amy Svob, IL

Associate Practitioner
Heather Barnhart, OH
Kortney Blankenship, IN
Kitty Cook, RI
Rita Gittinger, OH
Marcia Owczarek, MI
Dana Plummer, NC
Associate Student
Jayne Stevens, CAN
Associate Supporter
Jan Keller, NY

Events and Classes
The Reflexology Association of America requires that Professional members have at least 300 hours of
initial training in reflexology, 60% (180 hours) of which must have been acquired in a live classroom
with instructor interaction.
Although continuing education is not required to maintain membership, RAA encourages its members to
continue their learning in all aspects of running a successful reflexology practice. The opportunities
listed on RAA’s website include Live Events/Classes at http://reflexology-usa.org/category/liveevent/ and Distance Events/Classes at http://reflexology-usa.org/category/online-event/.
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Class is in session!

Anchorage

of the small Native dancers!
2017 Dates SoOneFar!

April 1&2 * How to Relieve Chronic Foot Pain
May 7 * Say Goodbye to Headaches
May 13-15 * Traditional Thai Reflexology
June 10&11 * foot Reflexology
July 22&23 * Reflexology for the Hands
Lila Mueller and Yuko Nonaka
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Published by:
Reflexology Association of America
PO 44324, Madison, WI 53744
Contact:
InfoRAA@reflexology-usa.org

"Try to be a rainbow in someone’s
cloud"—Maya Angelou

SAVE THESE DATES FOR
THE 2018 RAA
CONFERENCE
April 27, 28, 29, 2018
Chicago
Delegate Assembly Face to Face on 4/26/18!
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